
Backwood Camping List
Patrol Detailed Campout Planning List

The purpose of this checklist is to ensure that the items on it have been considered and, if needed, included in the 
patrol menu, the shopping list and the packing list. 

Menu Items
Dinner main item
Dinner starch item
Dinner vegetable
Sauce mix (powdered if for backpacking)
Soup
Marshmallows
Hot Chocolate (packets if for backpacking)
Juice (not for backpacking)
Drink Mix Packets (for individual bottles)
Drink Mix (for bulk drink)

Cooking Gear
Dutch oven
Frying pan
Pot for boiling pasta or cooking rice
Strainer for pasta
Spatula (plastic for non-stick pan)
Spatula (metal for metal surface pan)
Large spoon
Large strainer spoon
Whisk
Cutting board
Mixing bowl
Pocket rocket stove
White gas camp stove (tabletop)
Propane gas camp stove
Fuel for stove
Camp soap
Sponge
Scraper
Tub for cleaning dishes
Gray water bucket
Smal pot for boiling water
Empty can for bacon grease

Condiments (for use when serving)
Salt and pepper
Pancake syrup
Ketchup
Mustard
Pickle relish
Pepper sauce
Mayonnaise
Margarine for bread
Cream cheese
Sugar

Cooking Materials
Cooking oil for coating pan for eggs, etc.
Butter for saute (e.g., for cooking eggs)
Cooking oil for boiling pasta
Salt for boiling pasta
Spices and seasonings

Other Gear
Water Bladder
Axe
Saw
Matches
Camp Shovel
Trash Bags
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